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One day Joshu and some monks were talking, and one monk asked Joshu, “Does this 

puppy have the Buddha nature?  Yes or no?”  Joshu said, “No.”

Mumonkan,  ch. 1

For the last two days, I’ve been speaking just a little bit about what kind of teaching 

Buddhism is.

You may have learned something about Buddhism by taking courses in school.  Maybe in

your classes on religion they told you something about Buddhism, but what I would like you to 

do is listen now to how a Zen monk understands Buddhism.

What I have explained to you is that what we mean by Buddhism is that teaching which 

allows a person to manifest the wisdom that can clearly, clearly see into the activity, the process 

that gives rise not only to this world in which we live, but to each of us who abide in this world.

What Zen teaches is that when something is born, be it a clod of earth, be it a plant, an 

insect, an animal, a human being, whenever something is born, along with it is born the world in 

which it lives.

What it means to abide is none other than to do the activity of life.  One comes into 

existence.  A being comes into life along with its environment through the life activity, and the 

abiding, the environment is none other than that pure doing of life.

Now, what do we mean by an existing being?  When we really carefully analyze what we 

mean by existing, we see in fact, existing consists of two activities, the activity of existence and 

the activity of non-existence.

According to the traditions of the Zen school, the Enlightened One, by Enlightened One 

we mean that person that had insight into the process that creates the self and the world, the 

Enlightened One taught his disciples about the nature of the world from which we come, and that

world from which we arise is called the source.

What one has to understand is that to come into existence merely means that one has had 

an encounter with the activity called existence, and likewise to pass away merely means that one 



has had an encounter with the activity called non-existence.

So, when we do the activity of non-existence, what kind of place do we disappear into?

The Enlightened one realized and taught that in fact, when we disappear, we disappear 

back into the source.

So the activity of appearing from the world of the source is what we in general call birth.

When one dies however, one does the activity of death, and one could say that, 

disappearing through the activity of death, one will not reappear.

One would come to think about things that way.  Once one has disappeared, one wouldn’t

appear again.  If one thought about the activity of death as non-existence....

Because if you think about death in such a final way, in the ordinary way that people 

think about death, then indeed there is no reappearance after death.

But, what is pointed out, and what is taught is that in fact, what we call death is not to 

utterly disappear into the source, but rather, to dissolve back into the source.  In other words, one

doesn’t disappear.  One merely hides.

No wonder people fear death so much, because they think about death in this ordinary 

way.  They think about death as final death, rather than as dissolving back into the source.

So you can see that in Zen, we view death quite differently from the usual way, the usual 

way that people think about death.

Because when we look upon death as dissolving into the source, as hiding in the source, 

then we can see that reappearance is possible, because it is in the nature of the source to source 

things, to manifest them.

From another perspective, we could look upon the process of dissolving or hiding in the 

source as being literally hugged or embraced by the source.

So, all beings come into existence when the activity of the source stops embracing them 

and lets them manifest.

According to Zen, this activity which embraces all things hides them back in itself, and 

also which manifests all things can be defined as the greatest love conceivable.

People have all sorts of ideas.  They jabber on and on about the nature of love.  Scholars 

and philosophers discuss, “What is the nature of love?”

But in the tradition of what we call Tathagata Zen, love is defined as the activity that 

manifests and hides all things.



Who speaks about such things?  Who speaks about such things, according to the 

traditions of Zen, is a person who has had an awakening, a sentient being who understands the 

fundamental principle, the process, the sequence of events that allow for the activity of the 

source to both manifest and reabsorb all things.

Whenever a being is born, it is born along with its world.

That being, having come into existence, will inevitably manifest a complete state of 

existence through the activity of existence.

Now what we mean by a complete self in this case is the complete activity of love.

What we mean by the state of complete love is that state wherein there is no need to do 

the activity of love any further.

This could be called the ultimate situation of existence, that is to say the complete activity

of the dharma that comes about when one has loved so much that one has reached the point of no

longer needing to love any more.

As I mentioned yesterday, what we mean by this expression, the activity of the dharma, is

that activity that produces the world and the beings that inhabit the world.

So, we could say that state wherein there is no need to do the activity of life any further is

a complete state of the activity of the dharma.

This, as I mentioned yesterday, is called the manifestation of the activity of the dharma as

ultimately large.

So this complete activity of the dharma manifests every being, every self.

Having said this though, one will naturally have a lot of questions.

Every one of the beings that appears, appears as a complete self, but having said this, 

anybody who has intelligence enough to consider, will have a question.  How is it that all of 

these different beings can manifest as a complete self?  Because there’s such a range of beings, 

how can they all be complete?  The beings range from the rocks and clods of earth through the 

plants, the insects, the fishes, the birds, the animals, the human.  How can they all be complete?

But, one doesn’t have to have a question.  One doesn’t have to have doubts about this.

Because, take for example a piece of earth.  A piece of earth will do the activity called 

manifesting piece of earth until it reaches the complete manifestation of piece of earth.

About a plant:  a plant appears doing the activity called manifesting plant.

That plant will inevitably, as a plant, come to its ultimate state of manifesting plant.



When a plant manifests completeness of plant, then it falls to the earth as a seed, and 

returns in that way to the source.

How about bugs and insects?  For insects it’s the same.  The insect does the activity of 

insect, and inevitably reaches the state of complete activity of insect.

When that insect manifests complete insect, the state of completeness, then it also will 

return to the source.

How about the fish?

The fish does the activity called manifesting fish until it also comes to the place of 

complete activity of the dharma.

How about the bird?  The bird is the one that didn’t stop at being a fish, but participated 

in one more step of expansion.  What it is to be a bird is to do the activity of manifesting a bird 

until you reach the point of complete manifestation of dharma.

Because a complete bird is, by definition complete, it is equal to the complete activity of 

the dharma.

That bird, having done the activity of complete bird, it also returns to the source.

What do we mean by an animal?  An animal is the bird that didn’t return to the source, 

but rather continued to move forward, continued to expand one more step, doing the activity 

called manifesting animal until it manifests complete dharma as animal.

The animal, having manifested complete animal, returns to the source, just like the birds 

and the insects do.

But how about the human being?

The condition of being a human being arises by doing the activity called manifesting the 

world of the human.

In the world of the human there are all sorts of categories, classes, distinctions of human 

beings, but they all, according to Tathagata Zen, come to manifest by doing the activity of human

being, a complete self.

Some unfortunate human beings die young, perhaps at the age of three, or the age of 

eight.

But those who die young have reached the completeness of their activity at whatever age 

they died, and they return to the source.

So, human beings do the activity of human until reaching completion, and then return to 



the source.

If we were to, for simplicity’s sake, call the ultimate expanse of human age, age 100, then

somebody that dies before 100, perhaps at 88 or 89, that person is also complete, because they 

have reached that age as a form of completeness.

Whether it’s a clot of soil or an insect, a fish, a bird or a human being, the complete 

selves which I have described for all of these respective beings are the manifestation of true love.

That is to say, they are a state where the complete self of any of these is a state wherein the 

individual self has vanished.  It is a state which no one can see, which cannot be described.  It is 

the state of zero.

The manifestation of true love, in other words, is the manifestation of the complete self, 

which means the state wherein the incomplete self has dissolved.

Now, this state of the activity of true love is called technically, hinju vitai, which literally 

means host and guest, in other words subjective and objective, united.  In other words, it’s the 

state where plus and minus become one.

In other words, the most essential and immutable part of the Buddhist teaching is that all 

beings contain within themselves, in their manifestation, two opposite activities, which could be 

called plus and minus.

Yesterday I explained how the plus is called tatha-gata, or thus-going, and the minus is 

called tatha-agata, or thus-coming.

Every being, absolutely inevitably, manifests the state of true love, the state of a complete

self, be it a clod of earth, a plant, an insect, a fish, a bird, or a beast.

I explained yesterday what a truly noble thing true love is.

But because the state of true love is a state of complete consciousness, wherein 

incomplete consciousness has dissolved, it is neither noble nor not noble.

Because all beings manifest a complete self, and because that complete self is zero for 

each and every one of them, from that perspective, all beings are equal.

...equality, in the Buddhist sense of equality, then indeed we will not have wars or 

conflicts.

So, as I said, the activity that manifests true love, the activity that manifests zero must 

contain two polar activities, two oppositely directed doings.

In other words, thus-going and thus-coming.



Now, as I mentioned yesterday, when these two activities polarize, that is to say stand in 

contrast to each other, a sentient being comes into existence.

That being that comes into existence is referred to as an incomplete being, because it does

not yet contain the completeness of both plus and minus.

When plus and minus, when the going and coming, when object and subject once again 

reunite, then that incomplete being disappears into their union.

The state of zero appears.

In the process of coming to that state of zero, that state of manifesting true love, wherein 

there is neither the need to live nor the need to die, along the process, in order to get there, we 

find ourselves in the situation where we must do the activity called true love.

There are two situations for the self that is in the situation of having to work to manifest 

true love.

One of the jobs is to manifest true love by participating in the activity of life.

What it means to have to manifest true love through the activity of life means that a self 

has appeared that has to do the activity of life.

That’s why we all think, “I have to live.”

This is one of the situations of the incomplete self.

In contrast to that, the other situation of the incomplete self is the one whose job it is to 

do the activity of death, the self that says, “I will inevitably die.”

But just as the self that must do the activity of life will inevitably come to the point of 

manifesting true love through the activity of life, so also, just as absolutely inevitably, the self 

that must do the activity of death will reach that point wherein there is no need to die any further.

So according to Tathagata Zen, although we have one self, we really have two self 

situations:  the self that must do the activity of finding true love through the doing called life, 

until there’s no need to live any more, and the self that must find true love through dying, until 

there is no need to die any further.

I’ve been talking along this vein, and I’ve used up all my time.  I’m sorry.

I never got to the text itself.

What I want you to remember is that, according to Tathagata Zen, the doing, the activity 

that creates this cosmos of ours, and the activity that is creating you, are the same activity.

This activity has, as its content, the activity of life and death, plus and minus.  But 



sometimes the plus takes the initiative, so to speak, and there appears a self that has to live.  

Other times, the minus takes the initiative, and there appears a self that has to die.

What Buddhism says is that, absolutely inevitably, whether it’s through the activity of 

plus, or through the activity of minus, true love will be manifested.

Now, this activity of the source happens without will or desire.  It is spontaneous, but one

can speak about this activity from a personified perspective, from a human type perspective, and 

talk about it as though it had will, like a human being does.  When one refers to this activity of 

the source in its personified aspect, that is called the Great Buddha, which technically is, in 

Sanskrit, tathagata.

According to Buddhism, there is no activity other than this activity of the dharma.  Any 

other activity that might appear is none other than this activity of the dharma.  It is the only 

activity that we acknowledge.

According to Buddhism, if we talk about the good God, then of course, immediately the 

bad God stands in contrast to that, but whether it’s the good God, or the bad God, they both come

into existence through this doing of the dharma.

Even the appearance of war is something that is the result of the activity of the dharma.

The appearance of war, the appearance of ghosts or demons, the appearance of the bad 

God, this is of course something that appears in the world of the human, remember.  In the 

effortless, will-less world of the source, which aims at true love, no such things appear.

So, if wars appear, if demons and ghosts appear, this is something that comes about 

through the fixation of human consciousness.  In point of fact, it has no substantial, no real 

existence.

Human beings tend to think this way:  “Good God save me, and destroy the bad God.”

According to Buddhism though, this is an erroneous function of human consciousness.

Because if you have complete consciousness functioning, then you will realize that, 

primordially there is no war, there are no demons.

Buddhism is the training of consciousness to be able to perceive the activity of the 

source, and also Buddhism is to teach about that activity.

If you are able to manifest the wisdom that understands this most fundamental natural 

spiritual law of the dharma, then the koan that we have just read will be utter simplicity.  You’ll 

understand it immediately.



We’re supposed to end at 9:30?  Yes.

I wanted you to understand that the whole basis of this practice is to manifest the wisdom

that can understand this fundamental principle, and wanting you to understand that so much, I 

talked about the same thing over and over again, and used up my time.

In any event, to live the dharma means to participate, to manifest the activity that we call 

dharma.

I deeply feel that what it means to come to Canada means to live Canada, that is to say, to

manifest Canada.

In Canada there are people from France, people from Germany, people of Native 

American heritage.

Whether it’s an Indian, whose ancestors have always been here, or whether it’s me, who’s

only been here for three days, the goal is the same, to manifest that wisdom that manifests 

Canada.

Then we can have peace here.  If everybody has the same goal, which is to manifest 

Canada, then there will be peace in Canada.

But, if people get caught up in their own personal perspectives, then what’s going to 

happen?

Then the Indian might well say, “Frogs from France, go home.  John Bull from England, 

go home.  Everybody go home.  You stole our land.  Get out of here.”

But, somebody from France might say something quite different.  “Englishman go 

home!”

An Englishman might say, “Don’t say that.  I have every right to be here too.  We’re here 

together.”

If you think you’ve got troubles here now, just imagine what troubles you’re going to 

have if everybody went their own separate course, and got independent.  It’s a foregone 

conclusion you’re going to have big trouble.

I’m not a politician, but it seems to me that the important thing is to be able to live 

Canada, when Canada is born, to manifest Canada.

Coming to Canada, I get the sense that Canada is a country whose origins are truly 

consummate with the principles of what we call Mahayana, or the Great Vehicle.

To live Canada means to live the world.



We have a thing called the United Nations.  Its purpose is to allow humans to live the 

world.

Now, because I am not a politician, I have no right to make pronouncements, if the 

politicians decide that there has to be separation within Canada, well, that may be the case, but 

what I’m talking about is that from the perspective of Buddhism.  From the perspective of 

Buddhism, the point is to manifest, to live Canada.

I believe Canada is, from that perspective, indeed a beautiful country, and I love Canada. 

Thank you.


